
Otto-von-Taube-Gymnasium

Klasse 6 – 3. Schulaufgabe aus dem Englischen

Stoff: Learning English, Green Line 2 (Units 3C – 5C)

I. Vocabulary Test
Do you know these parts of your bicycle?

The ___________________is a book in which you can read all the rules of the road.

Tracy’s ___________were badly ___________. Kate was _________about Tracy and phoned the

________, the doctor for animals. But he was out.

I want to be good at tennis, so I must ___________every day.

Ben Nevis is the highest mountain in Britain. It’s _________ is 1,343 metres.

For your English, ___________, __________ are __________languages.

In ______________you learn how to cook.

_____________is a subject in which you work with a computer.

___________, ___________and _____________ are science subjects.

II. Grammar:
Put in the right verb forms – past tense or present perfect?
Ronny: Is Timmy back from the Kleins?

Mrs Bennett: Yes, I (to see) ________him in the garden some minutes ago.

Ronny: And where is Dad?

Mrs Bennett: He (just; to go) ___________ to the Persons‘ shop ...

Oh, Ronny, (already; to meet) _____________ Kevin?

He (to phone) _________ yesterday.



Ronny: I know. I (to meet) __________ an hour ago. Do you know what

he (to tell) ______ me? Somebody (to steal) ___________

David’s bike and Miss Price (to put up) ___________ a notice, because they all want

to look for it now.

Mrs Bennett: I see. So the police (not find) ____________ the thief yet.

  Complete the questions and use “what” or “which”:
1) Alan has got two bikes. A red one and a black one.

_______ one was more expensive? – No idea.

2) _____________ for lunch today? – Irish stew.

3) ________________________like better? English or German?

English of course.

4) _________________, Kate?

It’s half past six.

5) __________________ Tracy?

Tracy? She’s brown.

  Write the sentence with the correct genitive-form:
The road Safety Officer checked the (children/bikes).

____________________________________________________________.

The (Persons/shop) is at the (road/end)

____________________________________________________________.

The police must look for the (bike/owner).

____________________________________________________________.

  Defective auxiliaries: Complete the sentences with the right verb from:
1) Timmy ________(not) polish the chrome – he’s too small.

2) Yesterday Ronny _______ look after Timmy because their parents were out.

3) _________________(the children) stay up late last night? – Yes, they _____.

4) In England the pupils ___________ wear jeans at school.

5) When Barbara came to England she ___________ worry about German tests.

6) If you don’t want Tracy to get fat, you don’t feed her so much.

III) Communication Practice:
What would you like?
      You and two of your friends are having lunch at Molly’s snack bar.

      Complete the menu first and then write down a dialogue: (8 speeches)

MENU
Main courses:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Desserts:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Beverages:

_____________________________________________________________________________


